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NEWS COMMENT and ANALYSIS on SPINOUTS from UK HEIs  

Unicorns and cockroaches 
We’ve had gazelles, elephants, and mice, and more recently unicorns.  The latest 

beast to join the young company menagerie is the cockroach. 
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With the surge in numbers of unicorns (companies valued at over $1 billion) now abating, and some early unicorns failing or 
suffering ‘down rounds’ (at a lower price per share than before), some commentators have started to praise the virtues of  
cockroaches – companies that can build slowly and steadily, keeping expenditure low and focusing on revenue and profits rather 
than rapid market penetration.  Caterina Fake, founder of Flickr, has heralded ‘The Age of the Cockroach’ to contrast unicorns, 
which rely on VC funding and extremely rapid growth to survive, with cockroach companies which can work their way through 
every market downturn and live to make the most of the lower costs (salaries, office space etc) which result. 

How relevant is this to spinouts in the UK?  See our further commentary on page 16. 

 

In this issue 
We have mentioned in previous Quarterly Journals the blurring of boundaries between spinouts and start-ups, and the activities of 
many universities to encourage entrepreneurialism and company creation throughout their institutions.  This has led to increasing 
collaboration between universities and such organisations as the Royal Society of Chemistry (see p7), and the Royal Academy of 
Engineering whose latest Enterprise Fellowship awards we report on page 15, as well as a range of programmes by universities such 
as Manchester’s Innovation Optimiser (p14), Birmingham’s BioHub (p13), and Edinburgh’s partnership with 3 Day Startup (p18). 

 

There has been a large number of investments in spinouts and start-ups since our last QJ.  Even by expanding the publication to 20 
pages we have not been able to include reports on them all (they are all listed on page 11).  To give more variety we have spread the 
reports through the publication,  but we trust that the navigation between the different pages will be clear.  

 

  -   Jonathan Harris 

Editor 

We are very pleased to welcome Alta Innovations, the commercialisation arm of the University of Birmingham, as our latest 
Spinouts UK project partner, and particularly pleased to include reports of a number of new spinout companies from Birmingham 
and investments in others in this Quarterly Journal.  

All our project partners are listed on the back page of this issue—without them, the project would not be possible. 

New project partner 
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New spinouts 
The research involved for updating our records in preparation for our 2016 Annual 

Report has revealed many spinouts of which we were previously unaware.   

The following reports focus on the more recent of these. 

Therapeutic Frontiers 

Therapeutic Frontiers (therapeuticfrontiers.com) is a contract 
research organisation specialising in respiratory clinical studies. 

The company is based on the work of Prof Sebastian Johnston, 
Dr Michael Edwards, and Dr Ross Walton from the National 
Heart and Lung Institute, Imperial College London, and was 
formed through Imperial Innovations’ company formation unit, 
Co.Create. 

Therapeutic Frontiers’ founders have over 20 years’ experience 
in the infection of human volunteers with respiratory viruses 
and analysis of ensuing anti-viral immunity, knowledge that is 
much in demand within the biotech sector.  The company was 
formed to provide services to both large pharmaceutical compa-
nies and small biotech firms alike, providing a new approach to 
facilitate the development of new medicines for respiratory 
diseases. 

The company has already begun working with its first client in a 
trial involving a new device aimed at treating the common cold.  
The trial is now open for recruitment and will run for approxi-
mately three months.   

 
SkinBiotix 

IP based on translational research led by Dr Catherine O’Neill 
and Professor Andrew McBain at the University of Manchester 
has been transferred into a new company, SkinBiotix.  The 
company is a joint venture with OptiBiotix Health plc (AIM: 
OPTI), a life sciences business developing products to tackle 
obesity, high cholesterol and diabetes on a global scale.  The 
agreement was negotiated on behalf of the University by its 
technology transfer office, UMIP. 

Under the terms of the agreement, OptiBiotix has invested 
£260k into the JV and will own 52% of SkinBiotix, with the 
remaining 48% owned by the University of Manchester and key 
researchers. 

Dr O’Neill and Professor McBain will continue to support the 
development of the technology.  The company is built on 
discoveries on the human microbiome and its application to 
develop skin health products, and will help create new product 
opportunities in large global markets including skincare, Health 
Care Acquired Infections, and wound care. 

 

 

Chimeric Therapeutics  

The Cell Therapy Catapult, the University of Birmingham, and 
Cancer Research UK have recently announced a collaboration 
to tackle a new immuno-oncology cellular therapy based on gene 
modifying T cells to target solid tumours. 

The project is aimed at translating an academic discovery 
programme funded by Cancer Research UK and developed by 
Dr Steven Lee and Professor Roy Bicknell at the University of 
Birmingham into a commercially viable cell therapy.  The 
collaborating partners have launched a new company, Chimeric 
Therapeutics, which will hold all future IP rights to the resultant 
discoveries. 

The project is based on a new generation chimeric antigen 
receptor T-Cell (CAR-T) immuno-oncology therapy for solid 
tumours.  This involves directing the CAR-T cell towards a new, 
highly specific marker of tumour angiogenesis, CLEC14a.  This 
therapy will act as a vasculature disruptive agent compromising 
oxygen supply to the tumours and inhibiting tumour growth.  
The technology is currently undergoing the final stages of 
preclinical development, and is planned to enter into clinical 
trials soon after. 

 

3D Engine 

Alta Innovations, the University of Birmingham’s technology 
transfer company, has brokered a licence agreement with RTC 
Innovation to commercialise a 3D imaging technology devel-
oped by Birmingham researchers in the application of bespoke 
footwear design.  

The device, designed by researchers at the University's School  
of Computer Science and EPSRC's funded CDT in Physical 
Sciences of Imaging in Biomedical Sciences, is based on  
standard equipment.  It uses a pocket projector, which is around 
the same size as a smart phone, and some carefully angled 
mirrors.  A pattern is then projected onto the object being 
measured.  As the pattern hits the surface, it deforms around 
the contours of the object.  The mirrors enable the pattern to be 
projected around the entire object. 

A simple webcam then picks up the images and feeds them back 
to a computer.  Because the shape of the pattern is already 
known, the team has been able to develop software that can 
calculate the changes in the deformed pattern and therefore 
calculate the precise size and shape of the object.  Although 
complex 3D imaging systems are available, the model devised by 
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the Birmingham team uses inexpensive off-the-shelf components 
making it robust and very flexible. 

Alta Innovations and the Enterprise Acceleration team analysed 
the market potential of the opportunity and found that the best 
way to commercialise the technology was through a new start-up.  
Alta had been talking to Jian Cao, Director of RTC Innovation, 
for a few years about potential Intellectual Property to be 
licensed, and he had worked hard to license a previous innova-
tion.  

A University of Birmingham alumnus, Jian Cao saw the poten-
tial to set-up a company to take research led technologies to the 
global marketplace, specifically China. 

Through Jian's European Innovation Network, a demand for 
the technology was established.  A bespoke footwear design 
service, tailored to a customer's feet, already exists in China.  
The current technology uses a 2 metre high scanner and takes 
13 minutes to capture a 3D scan of a customer's feet, resulting 
in an image which is not very precise.  In contrast, the 3D 
Engine system takes less than 10 seconds in total and provides 
accuracy to potentially within 0.2mm.  The application of this 
technology will enable designers to take fast and precise meas-
urements of their client's feet to produce perfectly fitting shoes. 

With a strong commercial need established, RTC Innovation set 
about finding investors who would fund the set-up of a compa-
ny.  A crowd funding model was selected, the team pitched the 
ideas to venture capitalists in China, and in two weeks RTC  
had received pledges of over £900k, three times more than the 

£300k needed to fund company formation and prototyping.   
3D Engine was able to choose their investors based on their 
ability to provide continued support. 

The research team at Birmingham are working on an in-store 
foot scanner prototype to be tested before the technology can go 
into full scale manufacture. 

 

Coasca 

Coasca (www.coasca.com) is an electronic voting system devel-
oped at the University of Surrey which for the first time pro-
vides accessible e-voting that is also completely verifiable.  Every 
step of the process, from vote casting through to vote counting, 
can be independently verified. 

This is the first public e-voting system worldwide that is accessi-
ble and verifiable.  The verifiability system is the result of ten 
years of published international research and twenty years of e-
voting systems expertise.  

It has been used in a binding, high-stakes public election in 
Australia in 2014.  The software provided precinct polling as 
well as remote kiosk services for overseas polling, and collected 
votes from blind, non-English speaking and motor impaired 
electors.  Coasca now supports and integrates this system.  
Coasca retains access to all the original developers of the free 
open source offering and it has the ability to scale up to support 
elections of any size or complexity. 
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Hark Health Solutions 

Imperial spinout Hark Health Solutions was acquired this 
month by Google DeepMind.  Financial terms were not dis-
closed. 

HHS is developing an app that helps clinicians in hospitals to 
manage their workloads.  The app allows doctors and nurses to 
input details of clinical tasks (ranging from routine blood tests 
to reviews of critically unwell patients), then delegates tasks to 
the most suitable clinician with the adequate urgency.   
Currently, most hospitals use a ‘pagers and paper’ model to 

communicate patient needs, which can result in delays and poor 
care to patients. 

The Hark app was developed by Prof Lord Ara Darzi, Dr Domi-
nic King, and colleagues from Imperial’s Institute of Global 
Health Innovation.  The inventors were given guidance and 
support during the early stages of commercial development of 
the app by Imperial Innovations’ company formation, accelera-
tion and incubation unit Co.Create. 

Dr Mark Hammond, Co.Create manager, said: “Hark is an 
exciting innovation with the potential to make hospitals safer 
for both patients and clinicians.  We are proud to have  

Recent exits 

Mirrador 

Mirrador specialises in the development of 3D, immersive and 
social virtual environments and simulations for organisations of 
all kinds.   

Developed in collaboration with the University of Birmingham, 
the platform provides a multi-functional and beautifully 
rendered 3D virtual environment which can be used to transmit 
media/learning content, facilitate synchronous social interac-
tion and showcase ‘real-world’ structures and spaces to global 
audiences.  Its solutions can help to enhance teaching, encour-
age learning, and disseminate information to a global audience 
in a unique and engaging way. 

The company’s flagship virtual platform ALiS™ gives “a 
stunning visual extension of an institution's identity and 
brand”, and is engaging way for higher education institutes to 
access real-time virtual events, online resources and extended 
services at any time, and from anywhere. 

 

Laser Labs Games CIC 

Laser Labs Games CIC, or Laser Labs for short, is a small scale 
developer for educational apps.  Its aim is to promote science 
using well designed and fun apps. 

The venture can be traced back to the Gravitational Wave 
Group at the University of Birmingham where the first applica-
tions were developed, from simple simulations to arcade-style 
games.  These were soon used at science fairs by the University 
team and by other scientists around the world.  The apps work 
well for attracting an audience and for providing talking points 
to introduce specific research topics. 

The company was founded to provide the legal structure for 
bringing its applications to the well known app stores.  The 
applications are now being re-created for modern devices and 
technologies, and the team continues to work with research 
groups to discuss new ideas and to develop new apps to help 
bringing science to the masses. 

Mind Foundry 

Mind Foundry is the result of collaboration between two 
prominent members of Oxford’s Machine Learning Group.  
The company intends to productise its extensive knowledge in 
the application of machine learning and advanced algorithmic 
modelling techniques to help solve some of the greatest chal-
lenges faced by organisations today as data becomes critical to 
ongoing performance and business success. 

The day-to-day operation of successful organisations and 
businesses is increasingly reliant on the analysis of data.  Much 
data is machine generated and streamed continuously with no 
human intervention, whilst other data is created by individuals 
as they connect and engage within an expanding digital uni-
verse.  Mind Foundry techniques will help solve some of the 
greatest challenges faced by organisations today as this data 
becomes critical to ongoing performance and business success. 
The University of Oxford Isis Fund II has completed an 
investment in the company of an undisclosed amount. 

 

Zegami  

Zegami is a new spinout from the University of Oxford  
Computational Biology Research Group in February 2016.  
Zegami allows users to view large collections of images and 
associated metadata in a single field of view and to perform 
intuitive data analysis. 

With the ability to display tens of thousands of images, docu-
ments, video, 3D objects and dashboards in a single field of 
view, Zegami lets users search, sort, filter and group in real time.  
The software can be integrated into existing database manage-
ment and business intelligence reporting software or can sit 
above it as a separate component layer. 

The University of Oxford Isis Fund II has completed its final 
investment into the company. 
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Nandi Proteins  

Nandi, a Heriot Watt University spinout, has developed 
technology which improves the functionality of protein-based 
food ingredients. 

The structural change in proteins during heat treatment is 
manipulated to add value to common naturally occurring 
proteins, which have a wide range of applications in the food 
industry.  Nandi’s products are particularly effective as sugar, fat 
and emulsifier replacers without adversely impacting taste and 
texture, enabling lower fat, lower sugar and clean-label prod-
ucts.  The technology is being rolled out at a time when food 
companies are under increasing legislative pressure to reduce the 
level of these ingredients in their products. 

Nandi has raised £250k from new and existing investors, at 
twice the price per share of the previous fundraising in Novem-
ber 2014, giving the company a valuation of £7.57 million. 

This funding will enable Nandi to develop further its relation-
ships with multinational food companies, where strong interest 
has already been shown, extend its product range and prepare 
for scale-up. 

 

MISSION Therapeutics 

MISSION, a spinout from the University of Cambridge and 
Cancer Research UK, is a drug discovery and development 
company focused on selectively targeting deubiquitylating 
(DUB) enzymes to treat cancer, neurodegenerative and other 
diseases.  MISSION has raised £60.0 million to advance a series 
of first-in-class small molecule drugs candidates from its innova-
tive drug platform. 

The inhibition of these enzymes has considerable potential for 
the generation of novel drugs for treating cancer and other 
unmet medical needs, including neurodegenerative disease, 

Recent investments 

supported Professor Lord Darzi and Dr King in their work to 
develop the technology so far and are delighted to note the 
acquisition of Hark Health Solutions by Google DeepMind.” 

 

Oncimmune 

This month Nottingham spinout Oncimmune Holdings plc 
announced its intention to apply for listing on the AIM market 
of the London Stock Exchange.  Dealings are expected to 
commence on 10th May 2016, with an expected market capitali-
sation of approximately £66 million.  

Oncimmune is an early cancer detection company developing 
and commercialising its proprietary EarlyCDT® platform 
technology, having pioneered the development of autoantibody 
tests that have the potential to detect cancer up to four years 
earlier than other methods and can be applied to a wide range 
of tumour types. 

In 2012, Oncimmune launched its EarlyCDT®-Lung product 
in the USA, and since that time over 140,000 tests have been 
sold. 

The product is also being used by the National Health Service 
Scotland in the world’s largest randomised trial for the early 
detection of lung cancer, studying over 12,000 high-risk  
smokers. 

Oncimmune anticipates raising £11 million to complete the 
EarlyCDT®-Lung Kit, increase sales and margins, and open up 

additional markets, particularly in Asia.  In addition, it will 
work on broadening its product offering with EarlyCDT® in 
liver and ovarian cancers, among others. 

 
PhosImmune Inc 

NASDAQ quoted Agenus Inc, headquartered in Lexington, 
Massachussetts, is an immunotherapy company developing 
treatments for cancer.  In December Agenus announced that it 
had acquired privately-held PhosImmune Inc.   

PhosImmune Inc is a cancer immunnotherapy company which 
was founded to commercialise a library of phosphopeptide 
tumour targets (PTTs) discovered at the University of Virginia 
(USA) and the University of Birmingham (UK).  PhosImmune 
has developed a proprietary PTT screening methodology which 
allows for rapid identification and selection of PTTs for thera-
peutic applications. 

The acquisition gives Agenus the ability to accelerate the devel-
opment of new cancer vaccines and other single agent immuno-
oncology approaches, as well as combination therapies. 

Under the terms of the agreement, Agenus paid PhosImmune’s 
equity holders an upfront payment of $2.5 million in cash and 
$7.4 million in shares of Agenus common stock at closing.  
Additional payments of up to $35 million in cash and/or stock 
at Agenus’ election are payable upon the achievement of certain 
milestones. 

For many of the following reports, further details can be found in press releases on 

the websites of the companies or their investors.  Although we have tried to be as 

concise as possible, there has not been room to include reports of all the recent  

investments listed on page 11.  
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muscle wasting and infectious disease.  Despite significant 
efforts within the pharmaceutical sector, there is a lack of DUB 
inhibitors in clinical development. 

The financing was jointly led by Imperial Innovations and new 
investor, Woodford Patient Capital Trust plc with follow-on 
investment from existing shareholders Sofinnova Partners, SR 
One, Roche Venture Fund, and Pfizer Venture Investments. 

The new funding will enable MISSION to maximise the 
potential of its world leading DUB platform and advance a 
series of first-in-class small molecule drugs candidates targeting 
specific DUBs into early clinical development. 

 

Silicon MicroGravity 

Silicon MicroGravity (SMG) is a newly-formed University of 
Cambridge spinout which has developed a novel sensor technol-
ogy used by oil companies to enhance oil recovery.  SMG has 
secured $3 million in a funding round led by Imperial Innova-
tions, with the participation of Cambridge Enterprise and grant 
funding from the UK Government. 

SMG’s sensors, developed in partnership with BP, are sensitive 
enough to measure one billionth the level of earth’s gravity, and 
are small and robust enough to be sent deep into boreholes to 
distinguish oil from water. 

Once the position of water is established and tracked, reservoir 
engineers can mitigate the potentially damaging results of water 
reaching a production well.  SMG estimates that the technology 
could improve yields on conventional reservoirs by up to 2 
percent, representing significant increases in production and 
revenues. 

The sensors were developed by Dr Ashwin Seshia and his team 
at the University of Cambridge, who began working closely with 
BP in 2010.  SMG was formed in 2014 to accelerate the 
development of the product and develop a service that can 
capture and analyse data on behalf of oil companies.  The first 
field trial in a production well is scheduled for 2017. 

Alongside Innovations and Cambridge Enterprise, supporters of 
the company include the Institution of Mechanical Engineers’ 
Stephenson Fund, a private investor, Innovate UK, and NERC, 
which have awarded a substantial grant. 

 

Aqdot 

Specialist chemical company Aqdot, a University of Cambridge 
spinout, has developed proprietary technologies which encapsu-
late and protect valuable active products (cargoes) in a variety of 
settings.  Uniquely, using a variety of triggers, this enables the 
release of cargoes when and where the customer requires. 

The company recently completed a Series A funding round led 
by Imperial Innovations alongside Cambridge Enterprise, 
Parkwalk Advisors, and Providence Investment Company.  

Aqdot is now engaged with customers across a number of 
sectors.  Initially the company is focusing on household prod-
ucts, fragrances and niche industrial applications.   

Future potential applications include agrochemicals and 
pharmaceuticals. 

 

Quantum Imaging  

Quantum Imaging is a medical device company working to 
reduce A&E congestion by developing an imaging device to 
rapidly triage patients presenting with chest pain.  The company 
has completed a new £4.6m investment round led by IP Group, 
with participation from all existing investors including the 
University of Leeds, as well as Quantum Imaging management 
and a number of new investors. 

The funding will enable the company to drive product commer-
cialisation.  Steve Parker, CEO of Quantum Imaging, said “The 
timing and size of this investment is important to the company 
as it allows us to fully commit to an aggressive product and 
platform development and clinical research strategy whilst 
building a high quality team and facilities.” 

Quantum Imaging was spun out of the University of Leeds in 
2014 to commercialise imaging technology developed in the 
University’s Quantum Information group, and has since 
completed two clinical studies providing strong evidence and 
the basis for further product development.   

 

DefiniGEN  

In April Parkwalk Advisors announced that it has closed a 
follow-on investment round in DefiniGEN for the University of 
Cambridge Enterprise Fund IV and Parkwalk Funds. 

DefiniGEN, a spinout from the University of Cambridge 
Regenerative Medicine Department at Addenbrooke’s Hospital, 
has created a stem cell technology to provide human cells to the 
drug discovery sector for use in lead optimisation and toxicity 
programmes. 

The company’s proprietary production platform OptiDIFF 
generates human cell types including using hIPSC human 
Induced Pluripotent Stem Cell technology.  DefiniGEN has 
utilised the OptiDIFF platform to produce validated libraries of 
disease modelled human liver and pancreatic cells for a range of 
Inherited Metabolic Diseases (IMDs). 

The phenotype and pathology of the diseases has been con-
firmed in the cells and the resulting products are available for 
utilisation in drug discovery lead optimisation studies. 

Recent investments (continued) 
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Unlocking opportunities for SMEs at the Royal Society of Chemistry’s  

annual event for industry  

At the Royal Society of Chemistry, we believe the chemical 
science industry has the power to create solutions to some of 
society’s biggest challenges – from climate change to beating 
disease.  That’s why we want to invest in and support businesses, 
of all sizes. 

We currently work with over 280 companies in our Enterprise 
Plus network – a dedicated service for micro, small and medium 
sized enterprises (SMEs) in the UK.  The scheme helps them 
promote their business, recruit the right people and find the 
right connections and opportunities they need to grow.   

Our Emerging Technologies Competition, now in its fourth 
year, helps small companies and university entrepreneurs push 
their ideas towards commercialisation.  This year 40 technolo-
gies in the fields of health & wellbeing, energy & environment, 
materials and food & water have been shortlisted to pitch at the 
final on 15 June in London. 

Chemistry Means Business 

15-16 June 2016, London 

We work closely with our SMEs so we’re learning more about 
their needs.  In 2015 our EnterprisePlus companies told us their 
biggest challenges were - finding sources of funding, cash flow, 
access to markets, and finding networking and collaboration 
opportunities.   So what can we do to help?  

Our annual two day event, Chemistry Means Business, taking 
place on 15 and 16 June in London, will connect the people at 
the heart of industry.  We will unite more than 300 SMEs, 
multinational organisations, academic entrepreneurs and 
decision makers from across the UK and Europe to discuss 
collaboration, hear from key opinion leaders, discover novel 
technologies and celebrate the frontrunners in science and 
innovation.  What can SMEs expect from the event? 

Ian German, Gnosys Ltd, 2015 delegate, said “Chemistry Means 
Business wasn’t just a networking event for me - it was a guide to 
starting out as a chemist entrepreneur and unlocking the potential of a 
more established enterprise by investing in our team and relationship 
network.” 

 

Sessions for SMEs 

This year the programme provides a huge opportunity for 
delegates to build their networks, find the right people and to 
make collaborations happen.  Delegates will be able to choose 
from over 20 talks, workshops and panel discussions over the 
two days.  Sessions will focus on sector trends, challenging 
conventional thinking and showing the value of applying new 
ideas to the way we work. 

Our expert speakers include Simon Stockley, Judge Business 
School, who will talk about how to build a successful entrepre-
neurial team and give insights into developing and evaluating a 
business model.  Looking for advice on funding? Attendees can 
attend a panel session dedicated to sources of finance specifical-
ly available to small companies at all stages of development.  
Speakers include representatives from banks, angel investors, 
venture capital firms and public funding bodies. 

For companies looking to broaden their horizons Daniel A 
Gottschald , Managing Director, TUM International GmbH 
will explore the hidden markets in Europe and Oliver Everett, 
Chief Executive, Commonwealth Enterprise and Investment 
Council  will discuss opportunities for SMEs in the fast growing 
Commonwealth markets. 

‘Big meets small’  

On the second day, we will bring a selection of the world’s 
largest multinationals, including Procter & Gamble, Croda, 
Unilever and Mondalez, together to showcase some of the 
biggest innovation challenges in the chemical sciences to SMEs.   
Our ‘Innovation ‘wants’’ workshop will provide a structured way 
for the generators of ideas to connect with organisations actively 
searching for new technology, making it easier for big to meet 
small. 

Chemistry Means Business presents a not to miss opportunity 
for all chemical using industries.  It’s a place to access essential 
information and support for businesses, make connections  
with potential partners and learn about key developments in 
technology of the future.   

Places are still available for SMEs - to find out more or register 

go to http://rsc.li/2016cmb 

Discounted ticket prices available for EnterprisePlus members  -  

to find out if you can join visit www.rsc.org/sme 
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DefiniGEN has to date licensed three technologies from the 
University.  An interesting blog by Bradley Hardiman on the 
Cambridge Enterprise website explains the relationship between 
DefiniGEN and the University, bypassing the usual ‘pipeline 
agreement’ which gives contractual first access to downstream 
research – an arrangement much liked by companies and their 
investors, but less popular with universities for reasons ex-
plained in the blog.  Instead, says Bradley, “It was through 
continued, close involvement between the company, Cambridge 
Enterprise and the originating laboratory that DefiniGEN 
learned about the exciting work that was going on, such as stem 
cell research in different cell lines other than hepatocytes.”  
Financial terms were different for each licence, which suited 
DefiniGEN because, as a company progressing through the early 
stages of life, it needed different things from each licence.  It 
also suited Cambridge Enterprise, as it was able to get a balance 
of equity, milestone payments and royalties from each of the 
three technologies. 

 

Cambridge Touch Technologies  

Cambridge Touch Technologies (CTT), a University of Cam-
bridge start-up, is poised to make 3D touch technology a 
standard feature on smart devices.  Parkwalk Advisors recently 
made a seedfinancing investment in the company for the 
University of Cambridge Enterprise Fund III. 

CTT’s 3D touch technology enables mobile devices to sense 
both the location and force of multi-touch inputs.  The technol-
ogy improves on the first generation of 3D technologies recently 
introduced to mass markets, which allow users to press a 
phone’s touch screen – exerting force – to access useful new 
interactions such as ‘peek and pop’ and ‘left-click’ functionality.  
Unlike this first generation technology, CTT has developed a 
sensitive multi-touch technology that can sense ‘multi finger’ 
force, is more scalable and cost effective without any decrease in 
battery life.  As a result, force-sensing technology, which current-
ly offers limited functionality and is only available in 
smartphone-sized devices, can potentially be expanded and 
deployed on any touch screen – from smartphones to tablets to 
those in automobiles and beyond. 

 

Spectral Edge 

Spectral Edge’s technology enhances images and video by using 
information outside the normal visible spectrum – notably from 
the infra-red range – or applying transformations to that within 
it.  Applications range from accessibility for TV content, 
computational photography to enhance camera images, and 
surveillance. 

The Parkwalk Opportunities EIS Fund has closed an investment 
in the company, which is a spinout from the University of East 
Anglia’s Colour Group.   

 

Sphere Fluidics 

Sphere Fluidics, which has developed products for use in single 
cell analysis and characterisation and provides collaborative 
R&D services in this area, has secured private investment 
totalling $7 million. 

The funding round was led by an Asian corporate investor with 
participation by existing angel investors and funds including 
24Haymarket, Parkwalk Advisors (for the University of Cam-
bridge Enterprise Fund III, following previous investments by 
UCEFs I and II), and London Business Angels.  A number of 
leading biopharmaceutical companies are also helping to fund 
development of the device. 

Sphere Fluidics was founded on IP generated by the University 
of Cambridge and has in-licensed 10 patent families from the 
University and other leading institutions.  The core technology 
is now protected by 51 patents and has been developed with 
equity and over £7m of grants. 

Sphere Fluidics benefited in 2015 from Innovate UK funding 
for a feasibility study and a follow-on collaborative R&D project, 
together totalling £310k.  It has recently been awarded £340k 
for a further three-year collaborative R&D project.   

This month the company won a place on the London Stock 
Exchange’s ELITE programme, designed to help the UK's most 
exciting and ambitious private companies prepare and structure 
for their next stage of growth.  

 

Perpetuum 

University of Southampton spinout Perpetuum has engineered, 
produced and commercialised the world’s first practical electro-
magnetic vibration harvesting micro-generator delivering the 
power required to transmit large amounts of autonomous 
wireless sensor data reliably from remotely monitored assets. 

Perpetuum’s technology provides self-powered wireless condi-
tioning monitoring solutions for rail applications and perpetual 
power for wireless industrial automation applications. 

Perpetuum’s sensors are simple to install with no batteries and 
no wires, condition data is sent to the cloud where Perpetuum’s 
algorithms read the data and provide information management 
systems to customers online. 

Parkwalk Advisors recently closed a follow-on investment in 
Perpetuum for its Opportunities EIS Fund, alongside existing 
investors IP Group and ETF. 

 

Recent investments (continued) 
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ROADMap Systems  

ROADMap, a University of Cambridge spinout, this month 
closed a funding round of $1.7 million led by Cambridge 
Enterprise, who also led the earlier funding rounds.  The 
investment will help fund the expansion of the business as it 
takes its wavelength selective switch (WSS) technology to 
market. 

ROADMap is developing the next generation of WSS that is 
universal, flexible, and software upgradable.  These switches are 
used to create Reconfigurable Optical Add/Drop Multiplexers 
(ROADMs) which are now a fast expanding part of optical 
telecom networks, enabling the flexible use of different wave-
lengths of light that carry traffic through the network. 

 

Cambridge Epigenetix 

Cambridge Epigenetix (CEGX), a pioneer in the development of 
epigenetic sequencing technologies, has announced the close of 
a $21 million Series B financing and the appointment of Dr 
Geoff Smith as CEO.  The round was led by GV (formerly 
Google Ventures), with significant participation from Sequoia 
Capital, together with current investors New Science Ventures, 
Syncona Partners, and Cambridge University.  In conjunction 
with the fundraising, Tom Hulme, GV general partner, will join 
CEGX’s board of directors and co-founder Dr Bobby Yerramilli-
Rao will assume the role of chairman. 

Professor Shankar Balasubramanian, co-founder of CEGX, 
previously co-founded Solexa to develop Sequencing by Synthe-
sis, which is now the basis for Illumina’s market-leading NGS 
technology. CEGX was founded on similarly cutting-edge, 
patented technology which is now in use in labs around the 
world and continues to form the technological backbone for 
breakthrough work in epigenetics. 

 

Autolus  
UCLB spinout Autolus, a biopharmaceutical company focused 
on the development and commercialisation of next-generation 
engineered T-cell therapies for haematological and solid tu-
mours, has raised £40 million of new capital in a Series B 
financing round.  Woodford Investment Management LLP and 
Perceptive Bioscience Investments Ltd participated in the new 
investment, which augments the previous £30 million Seed and 
Series A investment from founding investor Syncona LLP. 

The funds will enable Autolus to develop its proprietary pipeline 
of engineered T-cell products, and to further implement its 
industry-leading platform of T-cell programming technologies.  
In parallel with the financing, the company’s technology 
platform was enhanced by a licence to additional technologies 
from UCLB, UCL’s technology transfer company. 

Autolus is founded upon the work of Dr Martin Pule, an 
academic clinical haematologist at the UCL Cancer Institute 

and NIHR University College London Hospitals Biomedical 
Research Centre.   

In association with the financing, Dr Joe Anderson, Chief 
Executive Officer of Perceptive Bioscience, has joined the board 
of directors of Autolus. 

 

Revitope Oncology 

University of Birmingham spin out Revitope Oncology Inc, 
headquartered in San Franciso, has raised $8.5 million in 
funding to drive forward the development of its immunothera-
peutic approach to treating cancers. 

Cancer patients typically have strong cytotoxic immunity against 
common viral pathogens, such as cytomegalovirus (CMV), but 
lack effective immunity against their tumours.  .  Revitope’s 
antibody peptide epitope complex (APEC) platform utilises 
tumour-targeting antibodies to selectively deliver viral antigens 
to cancer cells.  Existing, virus-specific T cells then recognize 
tumour cells as virally infected and kill them.  Revitope plans to 
deploy the APEC platform to develop multiple compounds for 
the treatment of solid tumours and hematologic malignancies. 

The company was established based on research initiated in 
2010 by Dr Mark Cobbold at the University of Birmingham, 
with the support of Cancer Research UK.  Their respective 
technology transfer companies, Alta Innovations and Cancer 
Research Technology, were heavily involved in the development 
of the spinout company. 

Dr Cobbold took up a post at Harvard University in 2015 to 
focus on immuno-oncology, and is currently associate professor 
at Massachusetts General Hospital Cancer Center in Boston 

 

Pertinax Pharma 

Pertinax is a University of Bristol spinout company working to 
advance the treatment and prevention of bacterial infection by 
developing a solution to improve the efficacy of chlorhexidine-
based products. 

The company has received nearly £900,000 funding from three 
sources - £200k from Mercia Fund Management (MFM), a 
university alumnus, and a grant of £489k from Innovate UK’s 
Aid for Start-ups following participation in the ICURe pro-
gramme in February.  

The funding will enable Pertinax Pharma to begin the develop-
ment of a robust, scalable production process and tap into its 
initial target market – oral care and dentistry. 

The technology is likely to have significant impact across a 
number of areas including dentistry, where one in seven 
composite fillings fail within seven years and 86% of these 
failures are caused by bacterial infection.    

Based on years of research and development by Dr Michele 
Barbour and her research group in the University’s School of 

. . . continued on page 12 
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exit date company type incorp university value acquirer/market 

23-Dec-15 Phosimmune Inc trade sale 2012 Birmingham US$45m Agenus Inc 

15-Apr-16 Hark Health Solutions  trade sale 30-Mar-16 Imperial n/d Google DeepMind 

10-May-16 Oncimmune IPO 3-Dec-02 Nottingham £66m tbc AIM 

Recent spinouts (new to Spinouts UK database) 

Recent exits 

Database download 
The complete Spinouts UK database, updated to include all the new companies, exits, and investments reported in this Quarterly 
Journal, can be downloaded in Excel spreadsheet format at a price of £750 + VAT.   

For further details, email spinouts@ycf.co.uk 

Spinouts UK 2016 Annual Report 
Over the past few months we have been contacting all universities in the UK that 

have created spinouts, and all the main investors active in this sector, to check  

that all the information in our database is complete and up to date.   
We are grateful to all those, by far the majority, who responded to our request.  We have started compiling the 2016 Annual  
Report, which will analyse all this data and identify trends over the past few years up to the end of calendar 2015.  We will also in-
clude our regular analysis of the ‘ten year cohort’ – those companies which were incorporated or started trading ten years ago. 

The publication, which is expected to be complete by 10th May, will be sent to all project partners and subscribers automatically.   
25 copies of the Report will also be made available to PraxisUnico on request – more details later. 

For those who are not project partners, subscribers, or PraxisUnico members (first 25!), there is a charge of £25.00 incl p&p for the 
Report.  We will send details to all our contacts after 10th May but if you would like to pre-order a copy, please email  
spinouts@ycf.co.uk 

company university sector incorporated web 

Therapeutic Frontiers Imperial contract research organisation 08-May-14 therapeuticfrontiers.com 

3D Engine Birmingham imaging technology 28-Apr-15  

Skinbiotix Manchester healthcare products & services 10-Jun-15  

Coasca Surrey electronic voting system 19-Jun-15 www.coasca.com 

BioSystems Technology Exeter drug discovery & diagnostics 13-Jul-15  

Mirrador Birmingham 3D immersive environments 13-Jul-15 mirrador.com 

Chimeric Therapeutics Birmingham drug discovery & diagnostics 26-Oct-15  

Surrey Sensors Surrey instrumentation & sensors 27-Oct-15  

Zegami Oxford software - image management 03-Nov-15 zegami.com 

Mind Foundry Oxford software B2B  20-Nov-15 mindfoundry.ai 

Laser Labs Games CIC Birmingham educational apps 04-Jan-16  
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date company university amount 

(million) 

investors 

17-Dec-15 Yaqrit UCL £2.00 Udane, Pashupati Securities (N Sethia), UCL Business  

18-Dec-15 Applied Graphene  
   Materials 

Durham £8.00 raised investment via share offering 

21-Dec-15 Diurnal Sheffield £30.00 placing 
28-Jan-16 Stratium Sheffield £0.30 Finance Wales, IP Group 

29-Jan-16 Blackford Analysis Edinburgh £0.65 Archangels Investors, TRI Cap, Old College Capital, SIB 

02-Feb-16 MISSION  
   Therapeutics  

Cambridge,  
Cancer Research 
UK 

£60.00 Imperial Innovations Group plc, Woodford Patient Capital 
Trust Plc, Sofinnova Partners, SR One, Roche Venture 
Fund, Pfizer Venture Investments 

05-Feb-16 Quantum Imaging Leeds £4.60 IP Group plc, University of Leeds, new investors 

08-Feb-16 Revitope Birmingham $8.50 not disclosed 

08-Feb-16 Aqdot Cambridge £5.00 Imperial Innovations Group plc, Cambridge Enterprise, 
Parkwalk Advisors, Providence Investment Company 

08-Feb-16 MyLiveguard USW £0.13 crowdfunding (Seedrs) 

09-Feb-16 Particle Analytics Edinburgh £0.29 Mercia Fund Management, Old College Capital 

12-Feb-16 Neurocentrx Pharma Edinburgh n/d Equity Gap, SIB 

15-Feb-16 Azotic Technologies Nottingham £2.40 not disclosed 

16-Feb-16 Perpetuum Southampton n/d Parkwalk, IP Group 

18-Feb-16 Particle Analytics Edinburgh £0.29 Mercia Fund Management, Old College Capital 

22-Feb-16 Audio Analytic Cambridge  £1.00 IQ Capital Partners, Cambridge Innovation Capital,  
Cambridge Angels 

29-Feb-16 Silicon Microgravity Cambridge $3.00 Cambridge III and Imperial Innovations 

01-Mar-16 Heliex Power City University £4.19 tbc 

02-Mar-16 3F Bio Strathclyde £0.25 SMART, BioIC, U of Strathclyde 

03-Mar-16 Autolus UCLB £40.00 Woodford Investment Management LLP,  
Perceptive Bioscience Investments Ltd 

07-Mar-16 Nandi Proteins Heriot-Watt  £0.25 new and existing investors 

09-Mar-16 Sphere Fluidics Cambridge $7.00 Parkwalk, Cambridge III, Asian corporate investor 

14-Mar-16 Cambridge Epigenetix 
(CEGX) 

Cambridge $21.00 GV (Google Ventures),  Sequoia Capital,  
New Science Ventures, Syncona Partners,  
Cambridge Enterprise 

22-Mar-16 Spectral Edge UEA $2.10 Parkwalk, IQ Capital 

24-Mar-16 Chromacity Edinburgh £0.52 Kelvin Capital, EOS Syndicate, Investing Women, SIB 

24-Mar-16 Xelect St Andrews £0.22 EOS Technology Investment Syndicate, ESIF 

30-Mar-16 Cambridge Touch  
   Technologies 

Cambridge n/d Cambridge III, others  

07-Apr-16 RoadMap Systems Cambridge $1.70 Parkwalk, Cambridge III 

11-Apr-16 Curapel Manchester £0.35 Finance Wales, Lancaster Capital, private investor 

21-Apr-16 DefiniGen Cambridge 
n/d 

University of Cambridge Enterprise Fund IV, Parkwalk 
Funds 

25-Apr-16 Pertinax Pharma Bristol £0.90 Mercia Fund Management (MFM), Innovate UK,  
private investor 

Recent investments 
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Oral and Dental Sciences, Pertinax is a new formulation of 
chlorhexidine, a proven antimicrobial agent, used widely to 
prevent and treat a range of infections, but in its traditional 
formulation effective for only very short periods. 

 

Particle Analytics 

In February Particle Analytics, a spinout from the University of 
Edinburgh, secured Mercia Fund Management (MFM)’s first 
investment north of the Border. 

Particle Analytics’ software provides pre-processing, visualisation 
and advanced analysis of DEM (discrete element method) 
simulation data on the handling and processing of particulate 
and industrial bulk solids, and provides an exponential improve-
ment to currently available solutions. 

From 2014 onwards Particle Analytics collaborated with 
another Edinburgh spinout, DEM Solutions, whose EDEM® 
high-performance software for bulk material flow simulation 
quickly and accurately simulates and analyses the behaviour of 
bulk materials such as coal, mined ores, soil, tablet, and pow-
ders.  The objective of the collaboration was to work towards 
the integration of both softwares, allowing EDEM users to 
export and analyse their simulation results with Particle Analyt-
ics technology. 

Particle Solutions, started in 2015, already has a strong sales 
pipeline to a variety of companies in different industrial sectors, 
such as mining, pharma, chemical, and construction.  Existing 
blue chip customers include Procter & Gamble, Johnson 
Matthey, Pfizer, and Astec Inc. 

The Mercia investment totals £140k in Seed EIS capital from 
MFM’s University Growth Fund and will be used to support 
Particle Analytics in building its team ahead of a full commer-
cial product launch later this year.  Old College Capital, the in-
house venture capital fund of the University of Edinburgh, 
jointly invested £150k into the company as part of this deal. 

 

Curapel 

Curapel, a healthcare company developing new treatments for 
eczema and psoriasis as well as skin pigmentation conditions, 
has set up its headquarters at the Life Sciences Hub Wales in 
Cardiff. 

Originally a spinout from the University of Manchester, 
Curapel was founded by its Chief Technology Officer, Dr Neil 
Gibbs, who has over 30 years’ experience as a translational skin 
researcher in London, Dundee, and Manchester. 

Finance Wales has invested £250k of £350k total alongside 
Lancaster Capital and another investor, and Curapel will now 
use this investment to develop and commercialise its Histimex, 
Melidex and Olidex products.  Formulated from safe, natural 

and GRAS-designated ingredients, Curapel’s products are 
patent protected and all in late-stage product development, with 
clinical testing set to continue through 2016. 

 

Stratium 

Finance Wales has made its first co-investment with IP Group 
from the Wales Technology Seed Fund, investing in Stratium, a 
Sheffield University spinout specialising in quantum cascade 
laser technology.  

The £300k investment will provide Stratium with the backing it 
needs to launch its Bruar chip, used in gas sensing and environ-
mental applications.  The investment will also enable Stratium, 
which is headquartered in Cardiff, to undertake further R&D, 
scale up its technology. and penetrate new markets. 

 

Applied Graphene Materials 

In January Applied Graphene Materials (LSE:AGM, formerly 
Durham Graphene Science), confirmed that it had conditional-
ly raised approximately £8.5 million before expenses through a 
placing of new ordinary shares and an open offer for qualifying 
shareholders. 

The funding will enable the company: 

 to scale up its production facilities to increase manufac-
turing capacity to six tonnes per annum; 

 to fund collaborations and joint development activity 
with customers, including development of new intellec-
tual property; 

 to fund the Group whilst it pursues production orders; 
and 

 to finance working capital requirements for at least 
twelve months. 

 

Yaqrit  
Yaqrit, which specialises in interventions in liver disease, has 
secured funding of more than £2 million (including conversion 
of an existing loan) to develop further its novel biomarkers and 
treatments for liver disease, using intellectual property devel-
oped by the Liver Failure Group, Institute for Liver and 
Digestive Health (ILDH), University College London (UCL) 
and licensed from UCL Business PLC, the wholly-owned 
technology transfer company of UCL. 

The investment by Udane Limited, Pashupati Securities (part of 
the N Sethia group of companies), and UCL Business PLC 
(UCLB) will be used by Yaqrit to develop its pipeline of prod-
ucts targeting a variety of liver conditions including liver failure, 

Recent investments (continued) 

. . . continued on page 16 
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The company has secured a £5 million investment fund from 
the University and plans to double the number of IP business 
managers working alongside academics. 

Alta Innovation’s CEO, Dr James Wilkie, said: “The University 
of Birmingham is a world class research institution and the 
inventions that are being produced by its academic staff are truly 
innovative. 

“And the University sits at the centre of one of Europe’s largest 
bio medical clusters.  Across the road is the Queen Elizabeth 
Hospital and a great many of the hospital’s clinical staff are also 
engaged in research. 

“The University’s recent investment in both Alta Innovations 
and the new £5m fund is a direct result of progress by the 
company that has pushed Birmingham to 5th in the UK for 
identification of new inventions.   

“It allows us to fully realise the potential of those inventions as 
we shorten the time between research and impact and maximise 
reputational and financial returns from ideas created at the 
University.” 

Alta Innovations also operates Birmingham Research Park 
where budding entrepreneurs in the life sciences are offered a 
low cost way to get their hands on state of the art lab equipment 
after the opening of the £7 million BioHub, the country’s first 
purpose built shared-facility life science incubator. 

Dr Wilkie said: ‘The BioHub came about because I was looking 
at how digital industries are innovating and I went to a couple 
of places like the Google campus in London.   

‘What I found was that there are a lot of small companies who 
share the same infrastructure and work in a community.  They 
all want to learn from each other and that’s what we have 
created at the BioHub for life sciences start ups.’ 

Since opening a year 
ago, The BioHub 
Birmingham is more 
than half full and 
has already secured 
planning permission 
for future expansion.   

Just a few minutes 
away from The 
BioHub and 
opening in 2017 is 
the 40,000 square 
metre Selly Oak Life 
Science Campus, which will provide ‘grow on’ space for these 
expanding bio-medical companies. 

Dr Wilkie says: “Very often when a company is ready to expand 
and needs space to grow they feel the need to leave the area.  
With the new Life Science Campus this is no longer the case. 

“The new Campus will be a world class business park within a 
10-minute walk of the University medical school and the Queen 
Elizabeth Hospital.” 

Dr Chris Hand, the chairman of Abingdon Health, a tenant at 
the BioHub, says the location provides excellent value for 
money. 

Linear Diagnostics, a spin out of Abingdon Health, was the first 
tenant to move into the BioHub.   

Dr Hand says: “The BioHub lies at the centre of a large and 
growing cluster of companies.  Some are spin outs of the 
University’s intellectual property and some are attracted to 
facilities such as the BioHub and the outstanding medical 
community in Edgbaston.  

“Add in Birmingham’s fantastic standard of living and you have 
all the ingredients for success.” 

Alta Innovations, the commercial agent for the University of Birmingham’s  

intellectual property, has announced ambitious plans to create one of the best 

innovation environments in the UK over the next five years.  

Birmingham aims to be one of the best 

UK innovation environments 

Dr James Wilkie, CEO Alta Innovations 

For further information, contact:   

David McGee 

0121 414 9090  

info@alta.bham.ac.uk  

www.birmingham.ac.uk/generic/alta-innovations 

. . . progress by the company that has 

pushed Birmingham to 5th in the UK for 

identification of new inventions . . . 
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Women in technology 

At the University of Manchester quite the opposite has been the 
case, and UMIP (umip.com), the University’s managing agent 
for intellectual property commercialisation, hopes that its 
activities are supporting a reversal of this trend, and give rise to 
an increase in not just female led technology companies but 
ones right across the board. 

“In conjunction with our partners we have been driving a 
number of support activities that have seen an incredible 
response from our female entrepreneurs with ideas for campus 
start-ups seeking support.  We want to stimulate more gender 
and minority balance in our businesses.  Studies show that 
companies with different points of view, market insights and 
approaches to problem solving have higher sales, more custom-
ers and larger market share than their less-diverse rivals,” said 
Tony Walker, Director of UMIP’s Innovation Optimiser. 

In conjunction with Manchester Enterprise Centre, the Innova-
tion Optimiser has been working closely with social entrepre-
neur support network  UnLtd, stimulating social start-ups based 
on campus and hosting  the Women Supporting Women Social 
Entrepreneurs (WSSE)  a network of like-minded women from 
across Greater Manchester, operating across the North West, 
who use their collective energies to support each other to 
support other female social entrepreneurs.  Nickala Torkington, 
Partnership Manager at UnLtd said “I think women make great 
catalysts for change and through WSSE which is a relatively new 
initiative I’ve been developing with others, we have a growing 
network of more than 100 women change makers bringing 
diversity, experience and social and ethical perspectives to 
support and mentor others.  Many of our members are from 
within The University of Manchester, UMIP has been a great 
exponent and supporter of ours and Alliance Manchester 
Business School are sponsoring mentor training for the group.” 

 

Innovation Optimiser 

The Innovation Optimiser was launched to empower more of 
University of Manchester campus innovators to develop and 
build their businesses.  The RoadMap programme provides lean 
start-up style training to take a technology or research hypothesis 
into a venture.  It too has seen a high participation rate from 
female innovators.  Dr Laura Etchells, who leads the pro-
gramme, said “Through Optimiser we aim to increase the 
incidence and quality of start-ups arising from the University’s 
rich and diverse community and to make it easier to start your 
own business.  We see more and more female entrepreneurs 
stepping into the arena, it’s important that we build wide and 

diverse teams to tackle social problems and build commercial 
success.” 

Amongst the staff and student led projects supported so far 
there are a number of innovative social and technology business 
led by or featuring females in significant roles: 

 Dr Magda Sibley – HiSolar Ltd, a social business 
providing an innovative hybrid lighting system for 
heritage buildings and social housing; 

 Ruth Daniel – IPOW is a Creative Entrepreneurial 
Programme that is empowering the world’s most 
marginalised communities to create sustainable income 
and social change through their creativity; 

 Amy Win – 4Lunch Ltd was established to increase the 
confidence and employability of people using the power 
of food in increasing the health and wellbeing of 
communities; 

 Jenny Berry – Your Own Words is a programme 
currently run in a Manchester-based prison using poetry 
in a therapeutic way to help prisoners to express them-
selves through creativity;  

 Drs Caroline Sanders, Sandra Bucci and Mrs Charlotte 
Stockton Powdrell – are all  co-directors  of ClinTouch 
an interactive mobile phone app giving a new way of 
supporting people with psychosis; 

 Helen Power – director of Levenshulme Market CIC , 
a social enterprise that was recently selected as one of 
only three finalists in the prestigious BBC Food and 
Farming Awards 2015 market category; 

 Professor Joanna Neill – Professor of Psychopharmacol-
ogy is developing b-neuro a contract research organisa-
tion providing cognition testing services for the pharma-
ceutical industry; 

 Professor Anne Barton – Professor of Rheumatology 
has created Inspiral Healthcare which aims to develop 
better treatments and diagnostics for musculoskeletal 
conditions; 

 Alison Edmonds – founder and director of EpicSteps 

CIC, set up to develop confidence, leadership, career 
awareness and social responsibility in children aged 10-
12yrs; 

 Dr Erinma Ochu MBE, Wellcome Trust Engagement 
Fellow is developing FarmLab, a pop up urban farm for 
Manchester as part of the European City of Science 
2016. 

There has been a lot of debate recently around female 

entrepreneurship and the reasons why there are so 

few women in technology.  
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RAE Enterprise Hub  
The Enterprise Hub’s membership is made up of some of the UK’s most  

promising engineering entrepreneurs and researchers.  

In March the Royal Academy of Engineering’s Enterprise Hub 
(enterprisehub.raeng.org.uk) announced awards to eight of the 
most promising new technologies developed at UK universities 
with the potential to make a major social and economic impact. 

The eight researchers have been awarded Enterprise Fellowships 
to support them in developing their innovations.  The Enter-
prise Fellowships provide mentoring from Academy Fellows, 
who include some of the UK’s top engineering entrepreneurs.  
Each entrepreneur will also receive bespoke training and up to 
£60k of funding through the Academy’s Enterprise Hub to 
spend the next 12 months exclusively developing a business . 

This year’s eight Enterprise Fellows are:  

 

Alexander Enoch:  Educational walking robots  

Robotical, founded by University of Edinburgh PhD student 

Responding to a huge potential market for programmable 
robots as educational toys, the walking robot can be bought for 
less than £100 but does far more than a conventional toy.  The 
3D printed robot can walk, dance, or even be programmed to 
play football.  

 

Professor Damien Coyle:  ‘Movement-free’ communication 

for the physically impaired  

NeuroCONCISE, spinning out of Ulster University 

Professor Damien Coyle, Professor of Neurotechnology at 
Ulster University, has been researching and developing the use 
of wearable neurotechnology which includes hardware and 
software to non-invasively measure and translate brainwaves into 
control signals that allow people to communicate and interact 
with computers without moving, using only their minds.  

 

Dr Yunjia Li:  Using software to automate transcription  

Synote, spinning out of University of Southampton 

Dr Yunjia Li co-founded Synote with Professor Mike Wald to 
make lecture videos accessible at a lower cost and faster than 
traditional methods.  Synote automatically generates an interac-
tive transcript and captions from a video or audio of a lecture 
and can integrate with university lecture-capture systems. 

 

Andrew Marsden:   

nano-materials for gas storage and separation  

Immaterial, spinning out from the University of Cambridge 

Andrew Marsden aims to commercialise new technology that 
enables gas to be stored at much lower pressures, and separated 
more efficiently.  Porous materials called ‘metal-organic frame-
works’ that enable gas to be adsorbed at the molecular level have 

previously only existed as powders.  However, a team of re-
searchers from Cambridge has now invented a patented new 
process of expanding them into marble-sized pellets, 

 

Dr Sam Chapman:  ‘Breathing’ bricks that reduce waste 

KENOTEQ, spinning out of Heriot-Watt University 

The construction industry produces millions of tonnes of waste 
that must go to landfill each year, at significant cost to the 
industry.   

Resulting from the Innovation Fund from Zero-Waste Scotland, 
Kenoteq has developed a patent-pending brick using traditional 
earth-construction methods to make unfired bricks with 90% 
recycled content and using no cement. 

 

Oliver Stevens:  on-the-spot cancer screening  

Spinning out of a collaboration between the Universities of 

Bristol and Exeter, and Gloucestershire Hospitals NHS 

Foundation Trust 

The clinical probes being developed by Oliver Stevens and team 
promise to make possible on-the-spot cancer diagnosis with 
minimal discomfort for patients.  The group has developed a 
proprietary method of using small probes with fibre optics to 
direct laser light on to cells and to analyse the interaction of this 
light with the with the molecules inside.  

 

Nick Everdell:   

Real-time optical imaging of the human brain  

Gowerlabs, spinning out of University College London 

Dr Nick Everdell is developing a system that combines the 
wearability and ease-of-use of EEG scanners with the imaging 
capabilities of MRI to enable mobile imaging of brain activity in 
real time. 

The benchtop version of the technology has achieved £800k in 
sales in the last 12 months alone, and Gowerlabs has already 
developed a series of successful prototypes of wearable versions 
of this technology. 

 

Silo Meoto:  Dental bone graft substitute  

Aerograft, spinning out of University College London 

Aerograft has developed a bone graft substitute that could 
enable new bone graft substitutes to integrate into chipped or 
damaged teeth.  The technology has already undergone in-vitro 
studies in partnership with a leading dentist and could eventual-
ly be used to aid tooth replacement.  In the longer term it could 
also have applications for other areas of the body which lack 
enough bone to receive implants. 
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non-alcoholic fatty liver and alcoholic liver disease.  The 
company has acquired three biomarkers to diagnose, prognosti-
cate and define treatment of liver failure; a liver dialysis ma-
chine to treat patients with advanced liver disease and liver 
failure, and a novel, orally administered carbon of controlled 
porosity that targets the microbiome and bacterial translocation 
to treat complications of cirrhosis, alcoholic and fatty liver 
disease.  Yaqrit aims to validate these biomarkers in patient 
samples and determine the efficacy of these therapies in liver 
disease patients. 

“Liver disease is the only widespread cause of death where 
mortality rates are increasing,” said Daniel Green, CEO Yaqrit.  
“This investment is a second vote of confidence in our technolo-
gies this year, after a €6m grant from European Union Horizon 
2020 programme.” 

MyLiveguard  

MyLiveguard, a University of South Wales spinout (previously 
Glamex Security), has raised £128k through crowd funding.  
The company exceeded its target of £110k with a campaign on 
the Seedrs platform. 

MyLiveGuard's software turns a TV, set top box, tablet, or 
games console into a ‘smart home hub’ to which homeowners 
connect via cloud servers to run the integrated Home Automa-
tion, Home CCTV & Home Security software suite using their 
iPhone/Android smartphones.  

On page 1 we asked how relevant for university spinouts the distinction might be 

between these two types of company  

Although there are a few unicorn companies in Europe, the phenomenon is largely a feature of the USA, and depends upon a large 
number of venture capital firms competing to invest in companies which mainly (but by no means exclusively) are in the digital or 
IT sector, typically B2C e-commerce ventures.  The success of companies such as Uber and AirBnB (and in the UK, Skyscanner), 
which bring disruptive business models, excellent technology, and first rate implementation to traditional industries, has encour-
aged this trend.   

If (as many of us believe) it is impossible to ‘pick winners’ from start-up ventures, investing in unicorns is a massive gamble.  If a 
company is valued at $1 billion, this implies that it must eventually achieve $10 billion of profits (and much greater sales).  This is 
not the first goal of most such companies or their investors, who rather aim for a trade sale to a bigger competitor, or (less probably) 
an IPO.  Both these exit routes are very dependent upon market conditions, and the current generation of unicorns will no doubt 
have to learn how to survive for several more years. 

The sort of investment required by university spinouts is different.  The IP on which spinouts are based normally needs several years 
of further development to prove its viability, and cannot start trading without incurring expenditure on prototypes, trials, and other 
proofs of technology.  Unicorns (and many university start-ups in the digital and IT sectors) typically need investment for market 
entry; this will include some verification of how well the product or service is tailored to market demand, but most of the invest-
ment is then needed to raise the company’s profile, create a brand, establish sales channels, and start selling.   

There are some UK spinouts, even in life sciences rather than digital, that have secured high levels of investment at an early stage, 
but this is largely confined to the ‘golden triangle’ of London/Cambridge/Oxford, and when this is possible it is good to see it hap-
pen.  But the majority of spinouts will have to follow the cockroach model, and aim for survivability through thick and thin.  It 
takes many years for most spinouts to prove their worth; TTO offices which have helped create spinouts will know that some which 
seemed lacklustre turn out to be winners, other apparent stars fail to fulfil their promise, and all stutter at one stage or another in 
their development.  The long game is worth playing and, to mix metaphors, the ‘shooting stars’ will be welcome as and when they 
appear (in whatever zoological or mythical guise)!      

Recent investments (continued) 

More on unicorns and cockroaches 
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News in Brief 

In February Imperial Innovations Group plc successfully raised £100 million before expenses, through the placing of new 
shares at 425p, an 8% premium to the prior day mid-market closing price.  Innovations’ major institutional shareholders all 
participated, accounting for 87% of the raise. 

Martin Knight, chairman of Innovations, said "To have raised these sort of sums at a 8.0% premium to the market, is a tremendous 
endorsement of our strategy and team.  This new funding will allow us to capitalise fully on the potential of our maturing portfolio 
by scaling up our investment in our most promising portfolio companies without dilution, whilst selectively adding new companies 
to build our pipeline for long-term value creation. 

"In the first five months of this financial year we have invested £21.2 million in the portfolio and added five new companies to our 
investment portfolio, compared to six in the whole of the previous year.  In recent weeks, we have stepped up our investment rate, 
committing a further £49.4m in aggregate to the substantial new funding rounds for Inivata and MISSION Therapeutics and the 
new UCL Technology and Apollo Therapeutics funds.” 

 

Mercia Technologies plc announced in March that it had acquired Enterprise Ventures Group, an investor in the North of 
England leading providing early stage and growth finance through third party managed funds.  The acquisition, for a total consider-
ation of up to £11.0 million plus net cash, is expected to be immediately earnings enhancing for Mercia, and is intended to signifi-
cantly accelerate Mercia’s stated strategy of becoming a national technology investment business, with a local presence in the 
underserved regions of the Midlands, the North of England and Scotland, whilst greatly expanding Mercia’s funnel of future 
Emerging Stars for direct investment. 

Enterprise Ventures has successfully built a portfolio of almost 150 equity investments, via its third party funds under management, 
in companies spanning a range of sectors within Mercia's focus. 

Enterprise Ventures was owned entirely by its senior management team, all of whom are remaining with the enlarged Group, 
including chief executive Jonathan Diggines, who joined the board of Mercia as an Executive Director on completion.  

 

Apollo Therapeutics has appointed Dr Richard Butt as CEO, effective from 23 May 2016.   

Apollo Therapeutics is a collaboration between three global pharmaceutical companies (AstraZeneca, GlaxoSmithKline and  
Johnson & Johnson) and the technology transfer offices (TTOs) responsible for commercialising the research from Imperial College 
London, UCL (University College London) and the University of Cambridge.  The £40m fund will provide translational research 
funding for early-stage therapeutics projects arising from the three universities. 

Dr Butt joins Apollo from Pfizer Inc. where he spent 20 years working in research and development.  Most recently he was Senior 
Director and Research Project Leader, Clinical Research at Pfizer Neusentis within the Neuroscience and Pain Research Unit.  At 
Pfizer Neusentis he was a member of the senior management team, responsible for defining research unit strategy, delivery of project 
and portfolio goals and organisational effectiveness. 

 

Queen’s University Belfast reports that according to the latest Higher Education-Business and Community Interaction Survey 
2014-15 (HE-BCI), it is the UK leader for intellectual property commercialisation.   

The latest results place Queen’s first, ahead of the University of Cambridge, the University of Oxford, the Institute of Cancer 
Research, and Imperial College London, based on total IP revenues (IP income plus sales of shares). 

The annual survey captures a broad range of knowledge exchange metrics including engagement with businesses and the revenues 
that are generated through the wide range of interactions universities undertake with organisations.   

It is the latest in ‘UK firsts’ for Queen’s commercialisation which is also ranked number one in the UK for Knowledge Transfer 
Partnerships with more than 350 partnerships to date.  Queen’s had 40 active partnerships in 2014-15. 

Through QUBIS, the commercialisation arm of the University, Queen’s has created over 75 spin out companies, and those  
companies have been responsible for the creation of around 1,700 high-tech private sector new jobs.  
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Edinburgh team to host 3 Day Startup 

across UK 
Edinburgh Research & Innovation (ERI), the commercialisation arm of the  

University of Edinburgh, has established a partnership with 3 Day Startup (3DS),  

a global entrepreneurship development programme, to host a number of  

programmes at universities across the UK and internationally. 

ERI has facilitated its first programme outside Scotland hosted 
by Said Business School, University of Oxford 

Founded by a diverse group of students that saw unexpressed 
potential for startups in higher education, the 3 Day Startup 
program debuted at the University of Texas at Austin in 2008.  
The student organisation incorporated as a nonprofit in 2010 
and began expanding this immersive, short-format model to 
higher learning institutions across the globe.  To date, 3DS is 
operating on all inhabited continents through partnerships with 
123 schools in 26 countries. 

Six members of ERI staff have been appointed as 3DS 
‘facilitators’ to deliver a minimum of six programmes for Scottish 
university students before the end of 2019.  Moreover, ERI has 
been appointed by 3DS to help universities in the UK and 
around the world deliver their own 3DS programme. 

Sarah Scace, Enterprise Manager – Marketing and Communica-
tions, from ERI’s LAUNCH.ed student enterprise initiative, 

helped University of Oxford deliver its first 3DS programme in 
February at Said Business School. 

3DS teaches entrepreneurial skills to the students in an extreme 
hands-on environment.  It creates a ‘living entrepreneurship 
laboratory’ on a university campus by bringing together students 
with diverse backgrounds eager to gain experience in cross-
disciplinary collaboration, brainstorming, idea creation, and 
group productivity, including ad-hoc leadership and decision-
making under severe time constraints. 

The University of Edinburgh was the first university to bring the 
3DS model to the UK in 2013 and has a track record of growing 
the programme.  The three programmes held at the University to 
date have seen 239 entrepreneurial participants from five 
universities in Scotland pitch 20 new business ideas to experi-
enced business mentors.  Last year, as an example, over the 72-
hour programme, 115 students took part, eight brand new ideas 
were pitched and there are now companies under development. 

Spinouts in Europe 

Over the past few months we have been working on a commission for Scottish  

Enterprise, comparing spinouts from universities in Scotland with a selection of 

those from universities elsewhere in Europe. 
We have collected a large amount of data, using the same ‘bottom up’ approach (tracking spinouts company by company, rather 
than taking lists which give numbers of spinouts without identifying the companies) as we use in Spinouts UK. 

We have data for all EU member states plus Switzerland and Norway.  The data is reasonably complete for a number of countries, 
more patchy elsewhere, and includes besides each company’s name its date of incorporation, university and country of origin, its 
market sector, and where available (usually for the companies which have a number of years of development under their belts) 
information on turnover, employee numbers, and equity investment. 

One of the reasons for starting Spinouts UK was the recognition that information about university spinouts was partial (often 
collected by surveys with limited responses), and quickly out of date.  We would like to find partners who would be willing to 
contribute to filling out the European data and keeping the information up to date.   

If you would like to hear more, please email editor@ycf.co.uk 
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The network is managed and run by the University’s  
Isis Startup Incubator. 

 

The first member of this network is Summertown-based 
creative design agency One Ltd.  One will run several sessions 
themed as a competition during the Startup Incubator 
summer accelerator programme.  They also plan to award a 
prize of several studio days to one venture and hold design 
surgery sessions for startups throughout the programme. 

 

Roy Azoulay, who heads up the Isis Startup Incubator said: 
“We often encourage the startups we support to think global 
from day one.  But while doing this, they can also benefit 
from the diverse set of skills and expertise available in such 
abundance in the Oxfordshire area.  For local businesses who 
are interested in engaging with our members, we’d like to 
encourage them to contribute to the startup ecosystem by 
working with us through the Oxford Startup Support Net-
work.” 

 

Ben Mumby-Croft of One said: “We’re delighted to have this 
opportunity to work with the Isis Startup Incubator and support 
some of the amazing entrepreneurial talent coming through 
Oxford University.  There’s a real buzz around the Oxford 
startup scene at the moment and, through this collaboration, 
we’re committed to doing our bit to help the local ecosystem 
thrive and grow.” 

 

Oxford Startup Support Network members will commit to 
offering several workshops or events for startups throughout the 
year.  They will have the opportunity to provide services and 
support that is relevant and useful for startups. 

 

They will also have the chance to engage with some of Oxford’s 
most exciting new businesses, for which they’ll gain recognition 
on social media, events, press releases and other platforms. 

New business support network  

for Oxford businesses and startups  

Businesses in Oxfordshire who wish 

to share their expertise and resources 

now have a network through which  

to engage with entrepreneurs and 

new Oxford startup ventures.  

For more information:  

Roy.Azoulay@innovation.ox.ac.uk 
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The Royal Society of Chemistry 
is the world’s leading chemistry 
community, advancing excel-
lence in the chemical sciences.              
With more than 50,000 
members and a knowledge 
business that spans the globe,  

it is the UK’s professional body for chemical scientists, support-
ing and representing our members and bringing together 
chemical scientists from all over the world.              www.rsc.org 

Spinouts UK is published by Edinburgh House Publishing Ltd 

t/a Young Company Finance 

8 Oxford Terrace  EDINBURGH  EH4 1PX   

tel:  +44 (0)131 315 4443   

research@ycf.co.uk 

Helping translate ideas and research 
into more spinout and start-up 
companies, and encouraging Scottish 
companies to make use of technology 
and research being developed.   

www.scottish-enterprise.com 

Project partners 

We are very grateful to the following organisations for their support 

IP Group works with leading universities 
to develop and commercialise some of the 
world's most exciting technology innova-
tions.  Offering more than traditional 
venture capital, IP Group provides its 
companies with business building exper-

tise, networks, recruitment and business support.    
The Group’s portfolio includes early stage to mature businesses 
across the biotech, healthcare, technology and cleantech 
sectors.                                                         www.ipgroupplc.com 

Isis Innovation is the  
technology transfer company 
of the University of Oxford; it 
promotes commercialisation 

of IP through licensing, consultancy, and formation of spinout 
companies.   Isis was ranked 1st in the UK for spinouts over 
three and ten year periods in the 2013 Annual Report for  
the PraxisUnico Spinouts UK survey. 
www.isis-innovation.com 

Marks & Clerk is the UK’s 
largest firm of patent and 
trade mark attorneys and 

advises companies on their intellectual property across a full 
range of sectors worldwide.                         www.marks-clerk.com 

 

 

MFL Science & Technology is a specialist insurance broker risk 
management adviser to many of the UK’s leading ‘spin out’ 
businesses.                                                          www.m-f-l.co.uk  

UMIP, a division of The 
University of Manchester 
Iᶟ Ltd, is the University’s agent 
for IP commercialisation.              
UMIP brings the University’s 

ground-breaking inventions and software into the commercial 
world by attracting entrepreneurs, investors and corporate 
venture partners to our campus and engaging with academic 
colleagues to license or spin out companies.              umi3.com 

Loughborough’s 
track record of  
innovation spans 

fuel cell technology in the 1980s to High Speed Sintering, 25 
years on.  We nurture early-stage projects in collaboration with 
public and private sector development partners, levering funds 
to accelerate the technology and develop the exit strategy for 
setting up a company or a licensing structure to launch new 
products, technologies and services.     www.lboro.ac.uk/enterprise 

Cambridge Enterprise  
is the commercialisation 
arm of the University  
of Cambridge.              

It handles the management and licensing of patents, proof of 
concept funding, access to angel and early-stage capital, busi-
ness planning and mentoring, and support for staff and re-
searchers providing expert advice to organisations.  

www.enterprise.cam.ac.uk 

 
 
 

Alta Innovations is the commercial arm of the University of 
Birmingham.  The company develops, promotes and commer-
cialises the University’s IP through licensing and the creation of 
spin out companies.  It has recently secured a £5 million 
investment from the University to co-invest in spinouts and 
early stage companies.   

www.birmingham.ac.uk/generic/alta-innovations  


